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ABSTRACT

That talkers produce optical as well as acoustic
speech signals, and that perceivers process both
types of signals has become well known.
Although perceptual effects due to audiovisual
speech integration have been a focus of research
involving the visual speech stimulus, relatively
little is known about visual-only speech
perception and optical phonetic signals. This
knowledge is needed to exploit optical signals
for applications such as synthetic artificial
talking heads and audiovisual ASR. One
important practical concern is the wide variation
in performance among individual visual
perceivers and talkers. This paper focuses on
variation in visual phonetic perception, phoneme
distinctiveness and word recognition. The paper
also introduces a project linking optical
phonetics, speech kinematics, and perception.

1. INTRODUCTION

Visual speech perception (lipreading) is thought
to be extremely inaccurate. Typical estimates of
accuracy are that at best lipreaders perceive
correctly approximately 30% of spoken words.
We have studied a large number of  congenitally
deaf adults with spoken English as a first
language who are highly accurate lipreaders—
often at the level of 80% correct spoken words in
sentence.

Our studies have also shown extremely large
individual differences among lipreaders in both
deaf and hearing groups. We have shown that
individual differences in spoken visual word
recognition can be accounted for to a large
extent by measures of phonetic perception [3].
We have also reported talker variation in
intelligibility [4]. An understanding of individual
differences in visual speech perception, as well
as of individual differences in visual talker
intelligibility is a necessary foundation for

practical applications involving optical phonetic
signals.

2. INDIVIDUAL VARIATION IN
VISUAL PHONETIC PERCEPTION

A method for examining phonetic perception is to
obtain open set perceptual identification of
phonemes in nonsense syllables. The accuracy of
visual phonetic perception is predicted to be
sensitive to both the perceivers and the
intelligibility of the talkers used for obtaining
accuracy measures.

We [4] examined visual-only, nonsense syllable
identification in 96 hearing college and graduate
students. The stimuli were CV syllables with C = /
t
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and V = / � /. We estimated the variance accounted

for by the individual perceiver, the talker (two
talkers were tested), the token (two tokens per
syllable), and the day (two days of testing). When
scoring was strict—responses were counted as
correct only if the response were exactly correct—
the variance accounted for by perceiver
differences was 16%. When scoring was lenient—
responses were counted as correct only if the
response fell i nto a predetermined group of
mutually confusable phonemes—individual
differences accounted for 46% of the variance.
That is, regardless of how strictly the responses
were scored, individual differences in perceivers
were found to be a substantial source of the
variance in scores. Under the strict scoring system,
the difference between talkers accounted for 3% of
the variance, and under the lenient scoring system,
10% of the variance. Individual tokens of syllables
accounted for small but significant variance (3%
for the strict scoring and .5% for the lenient
scoring). Variance due to the day of testing also
accounted for small but significant variance (1%
for the exact scoring and 3.3% for the lenient
scoring).
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3. GROUP DIFFERENCES

The range of variation in phonetic perception is
larger across hearing and hearing impaired
perceivers than hearing perceivers alone.
Bernstein et al. studied nonsense syllable
identification in 72 college students with
impaired hearing, in comparison with the 96
participants also examined in Demorest et al.,
discussed above. All the participants with
hearing impairment had at least 60-dB HL pure
tone average thresholds bilaterally. The majority
of the 72 participants with hearing impairments
(71%) had profound impairments (90-dB HL
bilateral or greater). We refer to the entire group
as deaf. The means, standard deviations, and
upper quartile ranges for the strict phoneme
scoring in the two groups are shown in Table 1
[3]. The upper quartile ranges are shown in the
table to illustrate how different the skilled deaf
lipreaders were in comparison with the mean for
the deaf and the hearing groups.

The scores in Table 1 il lustrate that estimates of
the information in visual speech vary depending
on the perceiver, the talker, and the perceiver’s
hearing status. A conclusion we have reached
from these studies is that perceptual estimates of
available optical phonetic information should
enlist the participation of highly skill ed deaf
lipreaders. However, to obtain such estimates
requires accurately identifying skil led
individuals, which depends on having normative
data from a range of perceivers for a given
talker.

4. PHONEME DISTINCTIVENESS
AND WORD INTELLIGIBILITY

The scores in Table 1 show that visual phonetic
perception is errorful for even the most skil led
perceivers. However, spoken word recognition is
generally thought to be resistant to various types
of stimulus degradation, and we [1] therefore
sought to estimate the implications of loss of
phonetic information at the level of the lexicon.
We developed a computational method that
involves the following steps and is related to
previous research [5]:

(1) Rules are developed to retranscribe words so
that their transcriptions represent only the
segmental distinctions that are estimated to

be perceivable. The retranscription rules are in
the form of phoneme equivalence classes
(PECs).

(2) Retranscription rules are applied to the words
in a phonemically transcribed, computer-
readable lexicon.

(3) The retranscribed words are sorted so that
words rendered identical (no longer
notationally distinct) are placed in the same
lexical equivalence classes (LECs).

(4) Quantitative measures are applied to estimate
the effects of the retranscription process on the
lexicon and on word recognition.

For example, with the PECs { p b m} and { d t} , pad
and mat would be notationally equivalent following
retranscription. Application of this method to the
32377-word PhLex database [10] showed that when
only 12 PECs were used—{ � ,� ,� � } { � , � � }
{ � ,� , � , � ,  } { ! " } { ! , # " ,$ , % ,& ,' } { ( ,) ,* } { + ,, }
{ - ,. ,/ ,0 , 1 ,2 } { 3 ,4 , 5 ,6 } { 7 ,8 } { 9 , : } { ; ,< ; ,= , > = }—
54% of words (frequency weighted) were
notationally distinct. When 19 PECs were used—
{ ? , @ , A B } { C , D @ } { E , F } { G , H } { I } { J E } { J } { D E , A , K ,L ,M }
{ N ,O ,P } { Q ,R } { S } { T ,U } { V , W } { X } { > } { Y , Z ,[ } { \ ,B }
{ ] , ^ } { _ ,Y _ ,= , > = }—76% of words (frequency
weighted) were distinct.

Twelve PECs of the type listed above roughly
corresponds to the typical estimate of the segmental
distinctions that can be perceived by average
lipreaders. More accurate perceivers would be
modeled with more PECs. Overall, our results
suggested that relatively small differences in
phonetic perception should lead to rather large
differences in visual spoken word recognition.

We [6] applied the same type of analyses but used 13
PECs—{ N ,O ,P } { Q ,R } { ] , ^ } { _ , Y _ , = , > = ,d} { Y , Z , [ }

{ S , T } { j, U , V , W , X } { \ } { B } { E , F , G ` , a b , c , d , e , f }

{ g h , o, i j , k , l } { m l }  { i , n } —and also analyzed

monosyllabic separately from multisyllabic words.
Few monosyllabic words were distinct, 15%
(frequency weighted). But most multisyllabic words
were distinct, 78% (frequency weighted). Thus, the
lexical content of visual spoken messages could
greatly affect their intelligibility.

Recently, MacEachern [8] applied the retranscription
method to investigate whether the visual



distinctiveness of words in English is a special
property of the English lexicon or primarily  a
property of the English phoneme inventory and
phonotactics. MacEachern generated five novel
lexicons based on analysis of the phonotactics of
English words in the PhLex [10] database and
random selection of phonemes constrained by the
phonotactic properties of the real lexicon. She then
applied the PECs from [1] to the novel lexicons and
to the real lexicon. In general, the novel lexicons
were shown to have very similar patterns of word
distinctiveness to the real lexicon. She concluded
that the visual distinctiveness of the English lexicon
is largely a property of the phoneme inventory and
the phonotactics of the language. She suggested
that this degree of visual distinctiveness might not
hold across languages with smaller segment
inventories and more restrictive syllable structure
constraints. If so, those other languages would be
predicted to be harder to lipread. Furthermore,
visual speech might be less effective in enhancing
intelligibility of auditory speech in noise.
MacEachern’s study suggests that cross-linguistic
studies are needed to determine the language-
specificity of visual speech perception.

5. SPOKEN WORD RECOGNITON

Recently, we [9] have investigated the
predictabil ity of visual spoken word recognition.
Nine deaf and nine hearing adult participants
performed open set identification with words
that varied in word frequency of occurrence
(high vs. low) and LEC size (UNIQUE,
MEDIUM, LARGE). Words in UNIQUE size
LECs were predicted to be visually distinct and
most intelligible. Stimulus words from
MEDIUM LECs had 1-5 possible words that
were highly similar to the stimulus word and
therefore predicted to be less intelligible. Words
from LARGE LECs had 9-60 words possible
words that were highly similar to the stimulus
word and therefore predicted to be least
intelligible. In addition, for each combination of
frequency and LEC size, words were selected
that were monosyllables or disyllables. Figures 1
and 2 present the results for the deaf versus
hearing participants scored in terms of,

respectively, percent words correct, and mean
proportion phonemes correct. In general,
intelligibility varied with LEC size and word
frequency. These results show that relative
intelligibility of visible spoken words can be
predicted.

6. OPTICAL PHONETICS, SPEECH
KINEMATICS, AND PERCEPTION

We (http://www.hei.org/htm/speechdata.htm) are
developing a speech database of synchronized
recordings using video, DAT, 3D motion
recording, and midsaggital electromagnetic
articulography. We are now linking physical
measures of the visible articulatory motions with
perceptual performance. The database contains
sentences spoken by eight talkers, CV syllables
spoken by four talkers, and prosody examples
spoken by three talkers. Talkers were selected for
inclusion in the data base from across a range of
rated intelligibility. Examples of the recordings
can be viewed at http://www.hei.org
/htm/kdidemo.htm. Results are reported in [7].
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Group Talker Mean (SD) 4th Quartile
Range

Deaf Female .31 .06 .35-.44

Male .34 .08 .39-.50

Hearing Female .29 .07 .33-.41

Male .32 .06 .37-.46

Table 1: Means, standard deviations (SD), and upper
(4th) quartile ranges for phonemes correct scoring of
nonsense syllable identification.
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Figure 1. Percent words correct as a function of
LEC and word frequency. Deaf and hearing subjects.
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Figure 2. Percent phonemes correct as a function of
 LEC and word frequency. Deaf and hearing subjects.


